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YEAR-PLAN UPDATE – Evaluating Objectives 
Objective 1 – Continue strengthening the internal network of the SWHAT 
community.  
This has been done through: volunteer appreciation mini events, larger socials, and 
generally fostering a volunteer friendly space 
NEXT STEPS: Participation in Relay for Life, continued volunteer appreciation events 
this semester, continue doing what we’re doing! 
 
Objective 2 – Improve SWHAT social media presence in the McMaster 
community. This has been done through: creation of a new social media account 
(Instagram), implementation of a promo points system, which lead to lots of volunteer 
sharing of our posts on Facebook, and we met with Michael Wooder to go through 
promotional training and goal-setting. 
NEXT STEPS: Create a promotional video for SWHAT throughs Sarah Mae Conrad, 
look into creating additional online promotional materials for use for Walk-a-Thon in 
March, and look into other creative ways to use the remainder of our promotional budget. 
 
Objective 3 – Improve accessibility of SWHAT.  
This has been done through: improved promotion of our online walk form 
NEXT STEPS: Volunteer logistics executives will speak to Maccess/Student 
Accessibility Services about ways that SWHAT can be more accessible in the future, and 
this will be used in the transition report for Sowmya.  
 
Objective 4 – Increase collaboration with security services, SCSN, SHEC, 
EFRT, and other MSU services.  
This has been done through: creation and implementation of a Campus and Community 
Security Week with SCSN which is a continued project which will be executed in late 
February/early March 
NEXT STEPS: Continue meeting with Emmanuel (SCSN) to finalize and begin serious 
planning for project, bring in other community/campus partners, look for funding through 
the special projects fund, and execute the week in late Feb/early March.  
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Objective 5 – Improving dispatcher relations.  
This has been done through: attempting dispatcher specific programming, which lead to 
myself and the dispatch operations executive noticing that dispatchers actually prefer to 
have programming with entire SWHAT community. 
NEXT STEPS: Re-evaluate this goal – how can we better connect dispatchers and the 
general SWHAT community? 

 
Long Term Planning 

- Re-evaluate the goal of province wide walk-safe week 
- Difficult to implement in practice, and noticed there may be major differences in 

the walk home teams across the province 
- This year, focus is more on collaboration with other services at McMaster and 

dipping our toe into advocacy at McMaster (which is traditionally not a role that 
SWHAT has played) 

CHANGE OF GOAL FOCUS 
- Focus on making Campus and Community Security Week a strong and well 

attended event and recommend that this is a goal we reconsider in the future. 
 
UPDATE  
SWHAT is continuing to provide our walk home service to the McMaster community. 
We were closed from December 21st – January 3rd, but we are up and running again. We 
are still having trouble with our radios not being fixed, but have had loaner radios for the 
past month. Volunteers seem happy and overall the service is running smoothly! We are 
looking forward for some cool opportunities this semester! 
 
SERVICE USAGE  
We have had 95 walks in December and the beginning of January so far. That is a clear 
drop from the number of walks we had in November during our walk a thon, but this is to 
be expected as our number of walks usually drops as the weather gets colder and it gets 
darker earlier.   
 
PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
Since the last report, we have done some small volunteer appreciation events for our 
volunteers. Each executive member ran one small volunteer appreciation event 
throughout the exam period, leading to 7 small volunteer appreciations events available 
for our volunteers to attend. These included things like sushi dinners, hikes, craft nights, 
and other small events. Overall, these events were successful, but some more than others. 
It seems that volunteers would prefer to attend an event like a sushi dinner as compared 
to a hike, so we will be noting this for other events we run throughout the remainder of 
the semester.  
 
UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
In terms of upcoming events, we have an upcoming volunteer appreciation event 
happening at the end of January. This will likely be a board-game night in collaboration 
with the McMaster Board Game Club. This is still very early in the planning stages, with 
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a tentative date on January 25th. Additionally, we are continuing to plan a Campus and 
Community Security Week in collaboration with SCSN. This is also still early in the 
planning stages. Lastly, we are considering opening another round of hiring for the 
Winter semester as we have lost a few volunteers this semester. We have not made a 
conclusive decision on this yet as we are still waiting to see if we have more volunteers 
leaving. 
 
BUDGET  
5003-0117 SWHAT - OFFICE SUPPLIES $1,200.00 
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE $513.88 
REMAINING IN LINE $686.12 
Remainder will be used for: Snacks Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, an A-frame sign, radio repairs 
6102-0117 SWHAT - ANNUAL CAMPAIGNS 500.00 
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE $273.00 
REMAINING IN LINE $227.00 
Remainder will be used for: Walk-a-thon Sem 2 
6494-0117 SWHAT - VOLUNTEER RECOGNITION $1,800.00 
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE $137.00 
REMAINING IN LINE $1,663.00 
Remainder will be used for: Purchasing sweaters for volunteers, snacks for volunteer 
appreciation 
6501-0117 SWHAT - ADV. & PROMO. $1,500.00 
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE $957.00 
REMAINING IN LINE $543.00 
Remainder will be used for: Walk-a-thon Promo, small rolling banner, other promo 
materials for use next year 
6633-0117 SWHAT - TEAM UNIFORMS $300.00 
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE $0.00 
REMAINING IN LINE $300.00 
Remainder will be used for: Baseball tees for executive appreciation 
6804-0117 SWHAT - VOLUNTEER TRAINING $300.00 
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE $256.26 
REMAINING IN LINE $43.74 
Remainder will be used for: Volunteer training in January 
6901-0117 SWHAT - TRAVEL & CONFERENCE $500.00 
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE $225.35 
REMAINING IN LINE $274.65 
Remainder will be used for: Taxi chits (if they continue to be used) 
 
TOTAL BUDGETED DISCRETIONARY SPENDING      $6,100.00   
TOTAL ACTUAL DISCRETIONARY SPENDING      $2,362.49   
REMAINING DISCRETIONARY SPENDING      $3,737.51   
 
VOLUNTEERS 
We recently put out a short feedback survey to our volunteers to hear about how we can 
make SWHAT better for the Winter Semester and will report back on the results of that 
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survey during the next EB Report. Additionally, we have been doing lots of volunteer 
appreciation events over the past month. We have noticed that it is usually the same 
volunteers who attend these events, and that those who tend not to attend have not 
necessarily been coming to any events. However, we are doing our best to offer many 
different activities to try to appeal to everyone. We have noticed that over the past few 
months, volunteer dynamics have been very strong, with our volunteers being very 
engaged in the service. There also seems to be a lot of friendship development amongst 
our volunteers, which I am very happy to see! 
We are losing a few volunteers this semester for various reasons, and are considering 
doing another round of hiring to fill these slots. 
 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  
Our radios are still not working as Spectrum has been unable to discern the problem. 
They have started a case with Motorola and they will continue to be serviced until the 
problem is isolated. At this point, I’m hoping they just give us new radios as these ones 
have been so problematic, but we will see how the situation resolves itself over the next 
few weeks and final months of the year.  
 
SUCCESSES  
Some successes we had during the last EB report period were the December volunteer 
events, which were overall very successful. We also completed our volunteer 
appreciation gifts, which were well received. Overall, volunteers seem to be very happy 
and engaged with our service, and we believe much of that is due to the large amount of 
focus we’ve put on volunteer appreciation this past semester. We hope to continue this 
into the New Year!  
 


